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Three model powder materials (i) atomized, (ii) atomized þ milled, and, (iii) atomized þ milled þ alloyed with yttria (Y2O3) and titanium were consolidated within Spark Plasma Sintering device at 850, 950 and 1050 C. Depending on the materials, nanostructured, or even bimodal grain size distribution can be observed. These structures lead to a wide range of mechanical behavior: the tensile strength at room temperature can be tailored from 500 to 1200 MPa with total elongation from 8 to 35%. The bimodal grain size distribution is believed to provide both good yield stress and ductility. Finally, a yield stress model based on the effect of solute atoms, dislocations, grains boundaries and precipitates is presented and it permits to predict accurately the experimental values for all specimens and conditions. © 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction The viability of improved nuclear concepts such as sodium fast neutron reactors depends on the development of high-performance structural materials that can support aggressive environments and high neutron ﬂux. Oxide-Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) ferritic steels that exhibit limited irradiation swelling and excellent creep properties are being developed by powder metallurgy, well-known to produce nanostructured and ultraﬁne grained materials [1e3]. ODS ferritic steels are high strength materials thanks to a speciﬁc dispersion of ﬁne oxides within the ferritic matrix [4e10]. To do so, the fabrication route includes a milling step where micrometric Yttria powder and pre-alloyed ferritic powder are mechanically alloyed. Then, Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) and/or Hot Extrusion (HE) are classic steps to consolidate the materials [11]. However, signiﬁcant grain growth is often observed since these processes require exposure for hours at high temperature (T > 1000 C) [12e14]. Compared to HIP, Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) necessitates much less time in both heating and cooling during sintering process [15]. SPS has been widely used because of its ability to heat up the material very quickly, providing a powerful
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tool to retain the original nanostructure [16e19]. For industrial purpose, it has been used for ceramics applications and refractory materials whereas only few studies were dedicated to metallic materials [20,21]. Ji et al. [17,22] demonstrated that SPS can be used to retain the nanostructure of ODS intermetallic alloys. However, the bending tests showed a lack of ductility. Bimodal microstructures were obtained in various types of metallic and composite materials after consolidation (SPS or HIP). Grain structures composed of ultraﬁned grains with coarser grains enhance ductility when compared to monomodal nanostructured materials [23e27]. Srinivasarao et al. [28] tailored the grain size distribution to obtain an excellent compromise between tensile strength and elongation with a milled iron powder consolidated by Spark Plasma Sintering. Other metallic materials such as Fe-Mo [29], Mg-Mn-Zr [30] showed similar properties. The origin of these complex microstructures is still unclear. The bimodal microstructure may result from heterogenous secondary recrystallization of some grains at the expense of others. This could be due to strain-induced boundary migration due to heterogenous plastic deformation upon milling process, combined with preferential pinning of some grain boundaries by ﬁne and dense particles [23,31]. Regardless, the inﬂuence of such heterogenous microstructure on the mechanical properties is not straightforward, since the contribution of grain size mostly deviates from classic
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mechanical properties is discussed. This study constitutes a research path for the comprehensive study of heterogeneously ultraﬁne grained materials with high tensile strength. 2. Powders and consolidation Three powders were consolidated:



Fig. 1. Machining and tensile specimen dimension.



HallePetch hardening [32]. This study aims at investigating the inﬂuence of heterogenous ultra ﬁne grained microstructure on the tensile properties of ferritic steels. To do so, the effect of milling and oxide dispersion on the formation of ultraﬁne grained steels was quantiﬁed. The consolidation of three model powders: atomized, milled and mechanically alloyed with oxides was performed in order to obtain various microstructures and resulting tensile behaviors. The comparison between the atomized and the milled powders allowed to quantify the effect of cold work on the microstructure. On the other hand, the milled material with and without oxides showed the inﬂuence of the precipitation state on the microstructure and the mechanical properties. The inﬂuence of processing and microstructure on the



(a) Atomized Powder (further referred as AP): produced by using gas atomization process under argon atmosphere of a pre-alloyed smelted steel Fee14Cre1W. The based powder was produced by Aubert&Duval [14]. (b) Milled Powder (further referred as MP): the atomized powder (a) was milled using a high-energy attritor under an argon atmosphere for 10 h at 400 rpm, in order to obtain a nanostructured ferritic powder. Steel balls (440C) with 8 mm diameter were used and the ball-to-powder mass ratio was 15. (c) Mechanically alloyed with oxides powder (further referred as ODS for Oxide Dispersion Strengthened): the atomized powder was milled with yttria (Y2O3) (0.3wt%) and TiH2 powders in order to produce ODS ferritic steel by Mechanical Alloying (MA) under similar conditions as for powder MP. The only difference between AP and MP is the milling and the



Fig. 2. Initial state of powders with for each specimen: Secondary Electron SEM image, EBSD orientation map and corresponding grain size distribution in area fraction. The inset in (a) shows small powder particle with smaller crystallite size. The cross-sectioned FIB areas were indicated by white arrows in (b) and (c).
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only difference between MP and ODS is the addition of oxides during milling. The chemical composition of the three powders is given in Table 1. The powders were then consolidated by SPS to form a dense cylindrical pellet of 20 mm diameter and 6 mm height. SPS device was a HP D 25 (FCT System, Germany). Sintering cycles were performed under 90 MPa average pressure, with a heating rate of 300 K min1 up to the holding temperature for a soaking time of 5 min. The soaking temperature was chosen at 850, 950 and 1050 C. The cooling was ensured by direct contact with water-cooled punches, which induced a cooling rate of 200 K min1. The temperature was controlled by a thermocouple inserted in a hole in the graphite die close to the powder, which is the reference in this study. In the following, consolidated materials will be denoted by the initials of the powder, followed by the SPS soaking temperature: e.g. MP850 means the milled powder consolidated at 850 C by SPS. 2.1. Experimental techniques 2.1.1. Machining The SPS compacts were machined into either tensile specimen or metallographic cuts for density measurement, hardness testing and microstructure characterization. Furthermore, cross-sectioning and imaging on MP and ODS powders particles were performed using a FIB/SEM workstation combining a SIINT zeta FIB column (Seiko Instruments) with a Gemini column. 2.1.2. Density Relative density of SPS compacts was measured using the Archimedes' principle where the mass of the sample emerged and immersed in water is measured using a very precise weighing scale. 2.1.3. Electronic microscopies The microstructure was characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) Zeiss Supra 55 VP with ﬁeld-emission gun (FEG), using an Electron BackScatter System (EBSD) at 12 kV with a step size of 13e15 nm for milled powders and 40 nm for SPS compacts.



Fig. 3. Hardness and relative density of consolidated samples as a function of the SPS consolidation temperature.



when comparing atomized and milled powders. 3.2. Consolidation behavior



2.1.4. Mechanical properties Hardness testing was performed on a Vickers indenter machine using a load of 300 g. For mechanical testing, dog bone tensile specimens had a gage length of 6 mm and a cross section of 1.5  2 mm2. Mechanical tests were carried out at room temperature with a strain rate of 7.104 s1 in a tensile machine Instron with a load cell of 30 kN and equipped with an optical extensometer measuring the increase in gage length between two painted dots (Fig. 1). 3. Results 3.1. Microstructure of the powders The powder particles were machined by focused ion beam (FIB) and observed by SEM and EBSD. After atomization, the powder particles have fully ferritic structure with a mean diameter of 34.5 mm, as described in Fig. 2(a). Some pores are located both at “triple” grain junctions and within the grains. Microstructure heterogeneities can also be seen with disturbed and ﬁner grains at some powder particles edges (Fig. 2(a, inset)). The two milled powders with and without yttria are nanostructured. However, the ODS powder particle investigated here contains larger grains up to 1 mm. More systematic investigation using classic imaging mode showed also homogenous and ultraﬁne grained zone (not shown here). Consequently, it will be considered that the two milled powders (MP and ODS) are both ultraﬁne-grained structure with slight difference in size. Inﬂuence of grain size is more relevant



The three powders were then consolidated by SPS, as detailed in section 2. Table 2 lists the consolidation temperature, the relative density, the Vickers Hardness, the mean grain size for all SPS samples. Fig. 3 describes the hardness and relative density of consolidated samples. AP clearly has better densiﬁcation behavior since it has higher relative density at the three temperatures compared to the two others. The hardness plateau with temperature expresses the relatively limited grain growth between 850 and 950  C. Then, a more complex mechanism involving the formation of martensite occurs at 1050 C. The good densiﬁcation behavior of AP compared to MP and ODS is related to both regular and spherical shape and lower particles hardness that facilitates plastic-induced rearrangement and densiﬁcation. Indeed, the limit density up to which the material can plastically densify is related to the yield strength of the bulk materials. The latter is much lower in atomized than in nanostructured milled powders. Interestingly, the milled powder PM shows the equivalent densiﬁcation behavior with a shift towards lower relative density at lower temperatures (850 and 950 C) and tends to be fully dense at 1050 C as well. MP samples clearly follow a continuous decrease of hardening with temperature, which tends to show that the gain in relative density is not sufﬁcient to compensate the decrease of HallePetch strengthening. It can be concluded that at 1050 C, MP and AP are totally consolidated and MP has probably much ﬁner microstructure that gives rise to an increase in hardness of more than 100 HV0.3.
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ODS950 has much lower relative density than that of AP950 and MP950 consolidated at the same temperature. At 1050 C, the difference diminishes but not enough (around 98%) to get full densiﬁcation. Since the hardness is higher than both AP and MP, higher yield strength of powder particles is expected to reduce the ability to densify at moderate temperature. Then, diffusion mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding or volume diffusion are probably partial so that the full consolidation at short times cannot be achieved. This is even more emphasized at 850 C where ODS powder had remaining pores (not shown here). The evolution of hardness with temperature seems to vary with the nature of the powder. This point will be discussed in the next section, focused on the microstructural characterization.



3.3. Microstructure of consolidated materials In order to understand the role of microstructure on the mechanical properties, a systematic investigation by SEM-FEG and EBSD was carried out on the 8 SPS compacts (porous ODS850 was excluded). EBSD maps are presented in Fig. 4. From these maps, grain size was determined based on either the arithmetical mean size DN or the area-weighted mean size DA:



DN ¼



n X i¼1



fiN $Di



(1)



DA ¼



n X



fiA $Di
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(2)



i¼1



where Di is the diameter of grain i on the EBSD map, fiN and fiA are the number fraction and area fraction of size class i determined by EBSD. One key result is the quite constant Grain Size Distribution (GSD) between the as-atomized powder (cf. Fig. 2(a)) and AP850 (Fig. 5). Even if the GSD measured on the AP may not be representative enough and most likely overestimated, the mean diameter (DA) was around 30 mm, which is equivalent to that of the AP850 sample. This demonstrates the limited grain growth at this temperature. Grain growth is also very slow at 950 C but drastically increases at 1050 C where the mean grain size reaches 186 mm. When focusing on interparticles boundaries, one can notice blocks of ﬁner grains with a diameter below 10 mm. This can be interpreted by the formation of martensite blocks between ferrite grains (Fig. 4(c)). This martensite may nucleate from either local carbonrich zones or scarcely dispersed inclusion, such as sulﬁtes [33]. These blocks were also observed in the SPSed milled powder but not in the ODS powder. This can be explained by the ferritestabilizing effect of both titanium and oxygen added in the ODS powder compared to the two others. Formation of low fraction of austenite was observed by neutron in situ study by Zhang et al. [31]. Concerning the hardness plateau observed in the atomized powder, it can be assumed that the formation of austenite and further martensite during cooling can harden the material sufﬁciently to



Fig. 4. EBSD map orientation of the 8 SPS compacts showing various metallurgical states. The microstructure was characterized on the gage length of the tensile specimen.
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Fig. 5. Grain size distribution of the 8 metallurgical states with mean grain size DN and DA



compensate the strength loss due to signiﬁcant grain growth. Milled powder undergoes abnormal growth between 950 and 1050  C. MP does not contain high density of particles but can contain carbides that may pin grain boundaries [24]. Even if this could lead to abnormal growth, the main cause of this bimodal microstructure is most likely heterogenous stored energy after milling. The driving force for Strain-Induced Boundary Migration (SIBM) is high enough to induce abnormal growth of selected grains at the expense of more deformed ones. This was demonstrated on milled ferritic powders consolidated by either spark plasma sintering or hot isostatic pressing [14]. This bimodal microstructure consists of both ultraﬁned grains with a mean diameter of 750 nm and coarse grains with a diameter up to 30 mm. Increasing the temperature gives similar microstructure, even if the UFG to coarse grains ratio decreases. Although it is not shown here, martensite blocks were also scarcely observed within the MP950 and MP1050. ODS950 and ODS1050 microstructures are also heterogenous, with similar grain size than that of oxide-free consolidated powders. This shows limited effect of oxide dispersion on the appearance of abnormal grains. This demonstrates that regardless the precipitation state, SIBM plays a signiﬁcant role on the onset of abnormal grain growth. Also, within the studied temperature range and SPS process time, the bimodal microstructure seems to be stable.



3.4. Tensile properties The tensile properties of all samples exhibit a large range of strength (with ultimate tensile strength of 1215 MPa for the MP850 and of 563 MPa for the AP1050) and of ductility (from 2 % to 33 %) for the same chemical composition (Fig. 6 and Table 3). AP samples show limited variation in both strength and elongation. As shown, small martensite blocks may compensate the decrease of tensile strength due to grain growth. However, the HallePetch hardening seems to be very moderate in coarse-grained ferrite. AP samples have also quite constant uniform elongation, showing a moderate effect of grain size on ductility for homogenous coarsegrained ferrite. The consolidated milled powders have much higher strength (Fig. 6(b)) which cannot be uniquely explained by the HallePetch effect, as discussed in section 4. The ODS950 sample shows negligible plastic deformation. As shown before, it has remaining porosity that is likely detrimental to damage resistance. Fractographic examinations were performed on the broken specimen to investigate the damaging behavior of the samples (Fig. 8). The necking-induced area reduction was measured on each sample and reported in Fig. 7. The area reduction of the three AP samples slightly increases from 60 to 68.3 % for AP850 and AP1050, respectively (Fig. 8(aec)). They all exhibit ductile damage mode with numerous dimpled features. This shows the beneﬁts of large grains that enhance the ductility. MP850 and MP950 show mixed
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Table 2 Consolidation temperature, relative density, Vickers hardness, mean grain size from Equation (1) and Equation (2) for all SPS samples. Initial powder



Ref.



T ( C)



rr (%)



HV0.3



DN(mm)



DA (mm)



AP



AP850 AP950 AP1050 MP850 MP950 MP1050 ODS950 ODS1050



850 950 1050 850 950 1050 950 1050



99.2 99.6 100 99 99.2 100 96.3 98.1



179 179 168 361 321 285 404 367



20.04 20.04 21.71 0.75 0.78 0.96 0.54 0.67



28.4 30.1 186.1 1.19 4.32 7.19 4.55 9.85



MP



ODS



4. Yield strength modeling The yield strength of a metallic material is due to many microstructural contributions. One can summarize the strengthening mechanisms as follows [34,35]:



sYS ¼ s0 þ sss þ sHP þ



qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ s2dis þ s2ppt



(3)



where s0 is the Peierls-Nabarro friction stress in pure iron, which is needed for a dislocation to move into an atomic plane [36]. Based on Alinger's thesis [37], Hin et al. chose a value of 125 MPA in a simple strengthening model [38]. The strengthening contribution due to solid solution sss is classically used for fcc materials with the following form:



sss ¼



X



ki $XiZ



(4)



i



=



=



ductile and intergranular damage mode whereas MP1050 sample has full ductile behavior. In this sample, the size and the geometry of the dimpled features are bimodal, which seems to be related to the bimodal grain structure observed by EBSD. ODS950 behavior undergoes the clear inﬂuence of remaining pores after consolidation (Fig. 8(g)). However, dimpled features are also observed, which demonstrates that porosity is not fully detrimental to plastic deformation. ODS1050 shows similar behavior to MP1050 with bimodal dimpled features most likely related to the bimodal grain structure. MP1050 has the same area reduction as that of coarse-grained AP1050 (Fig. 7), which demonstrates that large grains signiﬁcantly boost the ability to accumulate plasticity. It can be concluded that the bimodal grain structure.



=



Fig. 6. Room temperature tensile behaviour of the consolidated samples: (a) Engineering Stress up to fracture and (b) True Stress.



where Xi is the mass or atomic fraction and ki a hardening constant of the element i. Actually, the original model by Mott and Nabarro dealt with the solute concentration rather than the mass fraction since there is no reason that the atomic weight plays on role on the hardening efﬁciency [39]. However, in the recent literature, the hardening constants ki are calculated using this model. Whereas z ¼ 2 3 is suitable for fcc materials like aluminum alloys [40,41], z ¼ 3 4 for substitutional solid solution (Cr,W) [42e44] and z ¼ 1 2 for interstitial elements (N,C) [45e47] are more suitable in bcc alloys.1 The grain size contribution sHP is referred to the HallePetch effect. This expresses the inﬂuence of grain boundaries on dislocations behaviour. Indeed, dislocations are gradually stacked at grain boundaries and form pile-ups until they reach the thresholdstress to pass into the next grain. This is given by:



khp sHP ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ D



(5)



pﬃﬃﬃ where khp ¼ 0:2m b [48], where m and b are the shear modulus and the Burgers vector respectively, and D is the mean grain size. For homogenous ultraﬁne grained ferritic steels, Takaki et al.



Table 1 Chemical composition (wt%) and samples ID of the three powders measured by electron microprobe analysis. Oxygen contamination has probably occurred for AP and MP despite the precautions taken. Element (wt%)



Fe



Cr



W



Si



Mn



Y



O



Ti



Atomized powder e AP Milled powder e MP Milled powder with oxide e ODS



Bal. Bal. Bal.



14.6 14.5 14.5



0.99 1.01 1.01



0.3 0.3 0.3



0.3 0.3 0.3



/ / 0.16



Not measured Not measured 0.15



/ / 0.32



1



z tends to z ¼ 1=3 in martensite [46].
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Table 3 Mechanical properties of all consolidated samples. Initial powder



Ref.



TSPS ( C)



HV0.3



RP0.2 (MPa)



UTS (MPa)



Area reduction coefﬁcient (%)



AP



AP850 AP950 AP1050 MP850 MP950 MP1050 ODS950 ODS1050



850 950 1050 850 950 1050 950 1050



179 179 168 361 321 285 404 367



302 292 262 862 791 610 1064 950



653 643 563 1215 1065 972 1135 1106



60 63.6 68.3 2.9 33.4 64.4 2.9 38.4



MP



ODS



pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ determined khp ¼ 0:6 MPa$ m [49]. In addition to the two aforementioned contributions, two major mechanisms take part to the strengthening of ODS steels. Dislocation forest hardening sdis takes into account the interaction between existing dislocations (before mechanical testing, inherited from thermo-mechanical processing in non-fully recrystallized steels) and dislocations propagating during mechanical testing. This contribution is given by:



pﬃﬃﬃ sdis ¼ Mamb r



(6)



where M is the Taylor factor that depends on the crystallographic structure and the texture of the material, a a numerical constant which equals to 0.38 in ferrite [50], r the dislocation density. Finally, the precipitation hardening can be quantiﬁed thanks to the AshbyeOrowan equation [51]: =



sppt



0pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 1 1:2Mmb @ 2 3$rp A ¼ 0:84$ ln 2p lp 2b



(7)



" # qﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2p  2 2 r is the mean distance between where lp ¼ 1:25 3f 3 p p



particules, rp and fp the precipitates mean radius and fraction [52]. This kind of model was previously applied on either HIPed or extruded steels [48,53,54]. Also, DiDomizio et al. and Kim et al. applied a full quadratic summation of the strengthening contributions in ODS ferritic steels [55,56]. Kim et al. showed that a linear superposition model was less relevant to predict the yield strength. The quadratic model takes into account the high probability of interacting mechanisms that are active in NFAs. As used in the current work, they also showed that a dispersed barrier model for precipitation hardening can be reliable to catch the strengthening



Fig. 7. Area reduction evolution as a function of consolidation temperature measured for each specimen.



mechanism of nano-oxides in ODS steels. Various microstructural features were obtained by SPS, allowing to study the inﬂuence of each microstructural parameter at one time. This model was applied on all investigated samples consolidated by SPS and compared to experimental yield strengths (Fig. 9). Consolidated AP samples allowed the solid solution, HallePetch and dislocation forest strengthening to be validated thanks to the experimental values (Table 4). A dislocation density of fully recrystallized ferrite was chosen for the AP samples: 1013 m2 Dislocation densities of MP850, MP950 and MP1050 and ODS950 and ODS1050 samples were set at 5, 3 and 1  1014 m2 and 3 and 1  1014 m2 according to Synchrotron X-Ray diffraction study [57]. In the mentioned study, the milled powders were annealed up to 1100  C and the dislocation density was determined using the peak broadening theory. Precipitation hardening can be overestimated since the fraction of by-passed particles was not accurately determined. The precipitation hardening calculated from the small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data reported in Ref. [14] (rp ¼ 1.6 nm and fp z 1%) accurately predicts the yield strength. These values are independent from the consolidation temperatures since the precipitation can form from 800 C [58] and exhibit extreme thermal stability up to 1100 C [59], the precipitates mean radius and fraction was considered constant for the two materials sintered at 950 C and 1050 C. This contribution is lower than the precipitation contribution reported in other ODS steels tested at room temperature [60]. The few data available on the nanoscale characterization of particles in ODS steels processed by SPS indicate particles with a diameter between 5 nm [61e63] for the smallest particles up to 140 nm for the largest ones [64]. However, in ODS steels processed by SPS, the dislocation forest hardening is higher than in conventional ODS steels because recovery and recrystallization are limited during SPS compared to longer processes. The dislocation forest is thus quite signiﬁcant, which justiﬁes the tensile strength of the consolidated milled powder with no oxide strengthening. The model using the arithmetical mean grain size is in better agreement than that with the volume-weighted grain size (Fig. 9), as it was already observed in ferritic grains [32]. In the case of heterogeneously grained material, such as bimodal structured steel, one can question why the arithmetic mean grain size is reliable. For that, a more speciﬁc study with using model materials would be of interest. The strength difference between atomized and milled consolidated powders is due to both dislocation density and grain reﬁnement. HallePetch effect is the most effective on M850 where most of nano-sized to ultraﬁne grains was retained in the consolidated sample. M950 and M1050 have tensile strength quite similar to the predicted values. Since no precipitation hardening was taken into account in these samples, one can estimate that coarse precipitates such as carbides may participate to
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Fig. 8. SEM characterization of the broken specimen. The area reduction coefﬁcient is given for each sample participates to the accumulation of plastic deformation, which results in bimodal dimpled features observed at the surface of the broken specimen. Also, remaining pores seen at the surface of the sample ODS950 explains the limited plastic deformation of the sample. This conﬁrms that for ODS powder, a higher consolidation temperature is needed to achieve sufﬁcient ductility.



strengthening. This simple model also reproduces the higher tensile strength of ODS steels compared to oxide-free milled steels. However, one should keep in mind that ODS950 has poor ductility due to remaining porosity (Fig. 6). ODS1050 has both good tensile strength and ductility, which can be interpreted by the combination of:



Table 4 At the opposite, the constant microstructure parameters (HV,r,rp and fp) used for the strengthening model of all consolidated samples. Parameters



Values



Ref.



s0 (MPa)



30 9.95 75.79 1122.5 0.26 0.38 2.77 83 0.248 1.6 1



[45] [42,45,53] [42,45,53] [46] [48] [50] [50]



kCr $½MPa=at%3=4  kW $½MPa=at%3=4  kC $½MPa=at%1=2  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ khp $½MPa: m



a



M



m [GPa] Fig. 9. Calculated yield strength using strengthening model from Equation (3). The HallePetch contribution was calculated using arithmetical mean grain size DN.



b [nm] rp [nm] fp [%]



[14,65,66] [14]
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(i) bimodal microstructure that brings grain boundary hardening thanks to ultraﬁne grains and work-hardening potential thanks to coarse grains (ii) additional strengthening thanks to the ﬁne and dense oxides precipitation, which brings to ODS1050 higher strength than that of the M1050 for instance.
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